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Abstract

Introduction: The goal of the 2021 PhysioNet/CinC challenge is to classify cardiac abnormalities from ECGs and evaluate the diagnostic potential of reduced-lead ECGs. Here, we describe the classification model created by the team “AI Healthcare”.

Methods: ECGs were downsampled to 300 Hz and filtered by wavelet. ECGs were randomly clipped or zero-padded to 4,096 samples. We trained as SE-ResNet as a baseline classifier. We then modified it to classify both dataset and disease. We used a gradient reversal layer as part of an adversarial feature learning scheme to learn domain-invariant and discriminative representations. Performance with and without the domain generation methods was compared.

Results: In local validation on a held-out data set, our domain-invariant model achieved better challenge evaluation metric scores than the baseline SE-ResNet (12 lead: 0.43 vs 0.44, 2 lead: 0.45 vs 0.49). Only the baseline was tested on the hidden test set, achieving scores of 0.42, 0.42, 0.42, 0.44, and 0.38 on 12-leads, 6-leads, 4-leads, 3-leads, and 2-leads, respectively.

Conclusion: The domain generation method performed well on “unseen” data in local testing, suggesting that this method may help improve generalisation performance.

1. Introduction

In this paper we describe a deep learning model developed to classify cardiac abnormalities from 12-lead, 6-lead, 4-lead, 3-lead and 2-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) signals with varying sample lengths and frequencies.

12-lead ECGs are used clinically to diagnose cardiac abnormalities by measuring the electrical activity of the heart. Reduced-lead ECGs are also being explored for their diagnostic potential to reduce recording time and expense, and improve ease of use in clinical settings [1].

ECG classification using deep learning models, such as the one described in this paper, may have the ability to automatically diagnose a range of cardiac abnormalities without requiring all 12-leads, which could reduce resource demand. However, in the Physionet 2020 challenge [2], all models suffered from poorer performance on a hidden dataset from an undisclosed location.

We aim to address this issue by building on the work of the previous deep neural network architecture [3], incorporating domain generalisation through adversarial feature learning.

2. Methods

Our goal was to create a ECG classification model that learned domain-agnostic features, and that could also be applied to reduced-lead ECGs. We used a modified ResNet with a Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) attention block to extract deep features. Combined with hand-crafted features, a multi-source adversarial network was trained to learn useful domain-invariant features for the main task of diagnosing cardiac abnormalities. We expected that the domain-invariant representation would perform worse on the test data from the seen datasets. As the seen datasets have a frequency of 500Hz and the majority of the unseen test data is of a different frequency, we used a model without domain generalisation (baseline model) for test examples with a frequency of 500Hz.

2.1. Data Pre-processing

More datasets were available for training and kept for testing than in last year’s challenge [1, 2]. 88,253 recordings were provided for the 2021 PhysioNet/CinC challenge. The datasets were CPSC [4], INCART [5], PTB [6], PTB-XL [7], G12EC, Chapman-Shaoxing [8], and Ningbo
employ a convolution kernel size of 15 in the first layer for better in time sequence classification tasks [12]. We used a wide kernel and 8 residual blocks (RBs). The modified ResNet model from [3] consists of one convolution layer with an adaptive input channel. The modified network is illustrated in Fig 1.

Our model was designed to extract discriminative domain-invariant features from the input signals and extra features. It then uses the features to classify the ECG recordings into 26 classes. It achieves this by multi-task learning of ECG abnormalities and domain, with a loss function that seeks to maximise domain loss, and minimise ECG abnormality loss. The model structure is illustrated in Fig 1.

### 2.2.1. ResNet Feature Extraction

The initial branch of the model is a modified ResNet model with an adaptive input channel. The modified ResNet model from [3] consists of one convolution layer with a wide kernel and 8 residual blocks (RBs).

A wide kernel in the first layer has been shown to perform better in time sequence classification tasks [12]. We employ a convolution kernel size of 15 in the first layer followed by batch normalisation (BN) and a rectified linear unit (ReLU). 64 kernels are used in the first convolution layer.

The RB consists of two convolution layers. Between the 2 layers, BN and ReLU are used. A dropout layer with dropout rate of 0.2 is also inserted to alleviate overfitting. After the second convolution, a BN layer and a SE block [13] are used, followed by a residual connection from RB input and a ReLU layer. A convolution kernel with size of 7 is employed in the RB. The number of kernels for the RB are 64, 64, 128, 128, 256, 256, 512, and 512. The feature dimension is halved after the third, fifth, and seventh RB. The SE block acts to adaptively recalibrate channel-wise feature response and calculates channel importance by explicitly modelling the dependencies between channels. The SE block contains a global average pooling layer, a bottleneck with two fully connected (FC) layers around a ReLU layer, and a sigmoid layer. The reduction between the two FC layers is 16. 8 RBs are used to enlarge model receptive field and improve feature extraction ability. The residual connection confirms the training process stability [14].

After deep feature extraction, we concatenate the deep feature set with the encoded HRV, age, and gender features to a total dimension of 546.

The features are used for two tasks, domain classification and ECG abnormality classification.

### 2.2.2. Domain Classifier

Data from different domains (datasets) may have a shift in distributions and representations [15]. We envisage that the final classification decisions should be based on representations that are both discriminative for the main task (ECG abnormality classification) and invariant to the domain changes.

A discriminative domain-invariant representation requires mapping a domain-variant representation into a similar representation in different domains. We divided our training datasets into seven domains by their recording file name and gave each ECG recording a domain label. The domain classifier consists of a simple three-layer bottleneck FC classifier and a Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL). We label the loss for this branch as $L_2$.

By minimizing the domain label prediction loss $L_2$, the domain classifier is optimized to learn domain features from input features. The GRL means that the gradient for $L_2$ is reversed for the feature extraction part of the network, meaning that the feature extractor tries to maximise $L_2$. This leads to the feature extractor learning features which give the least domain information.
2.2.3. Discriminative Classifier

Multi-label ECG abnormality classifications are created from the 546-dimension features by using two FC layers with a middle dimension of 256. The loss for the discriminative classifier is $L_1$.

2.2.4. Training Setup

The training error for multi-label classification was average binary cross entropy (BCE) loss $L_1$. For the adversarial domain classification task, the loss was cross entropy $L_2$. The final loss $L$ is:

$$L = L_1 + \lambda L_2.$$  (1)

The weight parameter, $\lambda$, was set empirically at 0.05. For training, we chose 0.0003 as the initial learning rate with the Adam optimiser. It was reduced tenfold in the 20th epoch. The model was trained for a total of 30 epochs with batch size of 64.

The baseline model was trained on CPSC and G12EC with the same parameters, using the $L_1$ loss only.

2.3. Model Evaluation

Thresholds for different classes should be different because of class imbalance. After training, we used the validation signals to search for the best thresholds for the models: (1) Thresholds were initialised to be the same for all classes and then searched in the range [0,1] with a step 0.1 to get an approximate threshold; (2) Adjust approximate threshold for each class by searching with in steps of 0.01 when all other thresholds are fixed.

Validation signals shorter than 4,096 were zero-padded. Longer signals were segmented into multiple patches. The overlap is $O = 256$ with an adaptive overlap for the last patch.

We expected that in testing most examples with a frequency of 500Hz would be from the same domain as the training data (CPSC and G12EC). We planned to use the baseline model for 500Hz examples and the domain-invariant model for other examples.

3. Results

For local validation, we trained the model on N-1 of the N training data sets, reserving the Ningbo dataset as a local test. 5-fold cross-validation results are shown in Table 1. The domain generation model obtained a better performance in the unseen Ningbo dataset compared to the baseline model.

Due to a technical error, the domain-invariant model was
Table 2. Challenge scores for our domain-invariant model (team AI_Healthcare) using 5-fold cross validation on the public training set and repeated scoring on the hidden validation set. We did not receive a score or rank for this model on the hidden test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leads</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.721 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.690 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.708 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.690 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.685 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not tested on the hidden test set. Detailed scores for local 5-fold cross validation and scores on hidden validation set are shown in Table 2.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the prior PhysioNet competition we attained a 5-fold cross-validation metric score of 0.684 on 12-lead ECG data alone [3]. However, the current model has greater potential for application and generalisability thanks to its ability to extract domain-invariant features from 12-lead or reduced-lead ECGs.

Although the domain-invariant model showed improvement on the unseen domain when compared to the baseline model, both models had a noticeable drop in performance for the unseen domain. This may indicate that domain-invariant features are only part of the solution for making a more general model, as there may be genuine differences such as different diagnostic criteria which cannot be accounted for with domain-invariant features alone. In future work, we will apply this model to the test set, and systematically optimise hyperparameters.
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1the baseline model was tested, and received scores of 0.42 (12 lead), 0.42 (6 lead), 0.42 (4 lead), 0.44 (3 lead) and 0.38 (2 lead) the average over all leads was 0.41